The immediate effects of peripheral deafferentation on neurons of the cuneate nucleus in raccoons.
Single-unit recordings were obtained from 42 neurons in the cuneate nucleus of 12 anesthetized raccoons. All neurons had receptive fields on the glabrous skin of a forepaw digit. Temporary removal of the dominant excitatory input to a neuron, by injection of lidocaine into the base of the digit, did not result in any expansion of the excitatory receptive field onto adjacent, "off-focus" digits. Similarly, the responses evoked from the off-focus digits by electrical stimulation, which had a longer latency and a higher threshold, were not improved during the lidocaine block. Inhibition was produced in the majority of neurons by high-intensity mechanical stimulation of the off-focus digits, but this was also unchanged when the dominant excitatory input to the neurons was blocked. Since this from of inhibition is not apparent in the somatosensory thalamus before denervation, the spontaneous activity of thalamic neurons must be controlled by inputs other than the cuneate nucleus. These results also indicate that the long-term reorganization seen in the thalamus and cortex is not attributable to a simple unmasking of connections from the adjacent digits within the cuneate nucleus, but may involve strengthening of the connections responsible for longer-latency responses. The only significant change induced in cuneate neurons by temporary denervation was a decrease in the firing rates of 69% of the neurons that had spontaneous activity. Since it is unlikely that any of the large-diameter afferents from touch receptors can account for this finding, mechanically insensitive afferent fibers from the digit may contribute to the spontaneous activity of cuneate neurons, either directly or via a relay in the spinal cord.